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Chapter-9 Refrigeration Compressors 

Compressor         refrigeration system             (heart)                                
                           (heart)                     ႔ refrigeration system        refrigerant      
               compressor        (pump)         Compressor         vapor pump               
          Compressor                        suction pressure                   discharge pressure 
   ႔                         Compressor         refrigerant         system       ၌              
                               

     - low-temperature system      ၌ R-12 refrigerant            (suction pressure)     
                          (discharge pressure)                      Compressor           166 
psig(169 - 3)                                    - medium-temperature system           refrigerant 
  suction pressure                      discharge pressure                       Compressor     
pressure 148 psig(169 - 21)                               

Compressor         vapor compression refrigeration system                              
            (essential component)                                ဤ     (chapter)၌               
              refrigerant compressor                         (design features)                  Positive 
displacement compressor       dynamic compressor                            

 
    ၉-၁ Positive displacement compressor                   mechanism design                      
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Refrigerant compressor         displacement compressor            dynamic compressor          
                                                hermetic ၊ semi-hermetic    ႔      open type           
                                                  

Compression Ratio 
Compression ratio                     (pressure difference)                             

                                                                   (high-side                              
       -                                                                  compression ratio     
                           

                  
                           

                         
 

    -  -                      compressor                    (discharge pressure)    169 
psig (                          (suction pressure)    2 psig(-16°F)           compression ratio             

                  
                                 

                               
 

                  
     

    
     

Compression ratio     11:1                     (absolute discharge pressure)         
     (absolute suction pressure)    (၁၁)                  system       ၌ R-12                 R-
134a     refrigerant                              condensing temperature 125°F(184.6 psig)       
evaporating temperature -16°F(0.7 in. Hg vacuum)         compression ratio     13.89            

                  
                  

                
 

                  
                                   

                                
 

                  
     

     
        

R-134a system   suction (evaporating) pressure                                0.7 in. Hg 
vacuum     psig    ႔               

Condensing temperatures 125°F       evaporating temperatures -16°F            -           
           system   compression ratio                        -                    system   
compression ratio                     -                      system   compression ratio      -   
                 system                  

 

                                                                      Compressor              
                                  (heat)        ႔                   Compressor    ႔         
                     (mechanical power)                ႔                   heat of compression 
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Discharge pressure                         ၊ suction pressure                              
                                   Compression ratio 12:1                 system       compressor 
  discharge temperature                               Compression stroke                         
                (heat of compression)                                  

Compressor               (pumping power)                     compression ratio     
             Hermetic reciprocating compressor           compression ratio  12:1           
                       Compressor                 refrigerant gas           (temperature)     
                     (overheating)                                                        (carbon) 
                                                       

                             (   -                                      ၌ compression ratio           
                            -         (first-stage)     compressor   compression ratio     3.2:1 
(114.7 psia - 35.7 psia)                    (second-stage) compressor   compression ratio     
1.6:1 (183.7 psia - 114.7 psia)          Compression ratio                               (acceptable) 
                  compressor               (discharge temperatures)                 compresso  
                      Compressor                      compression ratio                     
Compression ratio 5.14:1                                         compressor                
                                        compressor efficiency                                   
                               

Compression ratio 10:1               two-stage    ႔      compound compression     
                              refrigerant         compressor          ႔                  suction 
valve                   Compressor               gas                                          
discharge line                   200°F                                 ၊                              

၉.၁ Positive-Displacement Compressors 
Positive-displacement compressor                    (mechanical power)              

compression chamber                               refrigerant vapor        (pressure)             
       Positive-displacement compressor          reciprocating ၊ rotary (rolling piston ၊ rotary vane ၊ 
single screw ၊ twin screw)       orbital (scroll ၊ trochoidal)                                  

Compression mechanism                    positive displacement compressor                    
               Reciprocating compressor          
(၁) Piston                           single acting       double-acting                     

(၂) Compress               (stage)                 single stage configuration       multistage 
configuration                    

(၃)           (speed)            single speed ၊ variable speed ၊ multi steps speed                    

(၄) Drive enclosure             hermetic ၊ semi-hermetic       open                    

Refrigeration                               compressor                          
 (၁) Open 
 (၂) Semi-hermetic (bolted hermetic)       
 (၃)  Hermetic (welded-shell hermetic)    ႔          
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၉.၂ Dynamic Compressors 
Dynamic compressor         refrigerant vapor      ႔ kinetic energy                       

(continuous transfer)         kinetic energy                                                 
                    kinetic energy         potential energy         ႔                             

၉.၂.၁ Centrifugal Compressors Function Based on Principles 
Compressor                                                                               

             ႔                                         compressor                       
            (noise)      efficiency                                       compressor                   
Compressor            designer                      refrigerant ၊ cost ၊ performance ၊ sound ၊ capacity 
                          (design parameter)                 compressor characteristics               
                             ၊                                   compressor                           

 
Positive-displacement compressor         chamber          ႔                       

     (predetermined volume of vapor)                                                              
            ႔                                     compressor                         capacity     
                           

 

၉.၃ Open Compressors ၊ Hermetic Compressors       Semi-hermetic Compressors 

၉.၃.၁ Open Compressors 
Open compressor          compressor       compressor                   (external drive) 

                                                     -compressor       compressor                        
   ႔                    (enclosure)          ၌                              (Ammonia) 
compressor         open design                        Ammonia refrigerant                    
                     (enclosure)          ၌                                                        air 
conditioning unit         open-drive                            

2 MW capacity                 open reciprocating compressor                    Compressor 
  crankshaft                                 Compressor housing    shaft             ႔        

Centrifugal compressor                (volumetric flow rate)                     
(differential pressure)                                      (differential pressure)          
          (discharge pressure)            (suction pressure)                                  
Positive displacement compressor                         (differential pressure)       ႔    
                              (volumetric flow rate)                                       ၊ 
                                

Centrifugal compressor         suction gas                              (dynamically 
compress) velocity energy                             ႔      velocity energy    pressure energy 
        ႔                        centrifugal compressor                            (constant 
volumetric flow rate)                             ႔                                                   
centrifugal compressor   capacity                         
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           refrigerant gas                                 shaft seal                            
Crankcase pressure     atmospheric pressure                                ၊            ႔          
          compressor          ႔                   Crankcase pressure     atmospheric pressure     
                compressor          refrigerant gas              ႔                       Open-type 
reciprocating compressor                    (NH3)         refrigerant                               
           

  
    ၉-၂( ) Centrifugal compressor hermetic motor     ၉-၂( ) Centrifugal compressor open motor 

၉.၃.၂ Hermetic Compressors 
Hermetic compressor          compressor       compressor                   (external drive) 

                        ႔            (gas tight housing)           ၌                             
       (permanently sealed            compressor crank shaft                         ႔               ႔ 
                 (steel shell)       ၌                                                      
                            ၊         ၊                           

 
    ၉-၃ Typical hermetic reciprocating compressor  

            compressor                                                       Seal 
                                                Refrigerant                         (housing)             
                                    (domestic refrigerators)၊ freezer           air conditioner          
hermetic            compressor                            (၉-၃)     hermetic compressor          
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    compressor       capacity             ca                                  compressor       
           (rpm)    1450 rpm    ႔                                  refrigeration system 
         hermetic compressor                                                       gas                   
                              ႔                                   (voltage fluctuation)                       
                                       

Fully Welded Hermetic Compressors 
Hermetic compressor              motor       compressor                shell            ၌ 

       (welded)              “Tin can compressor”                           

Fully welded hermetic compressor       characteristics                                  
 (၁) Hermetic compressor          ႔                                      (shell)               

           

 (၂) Hermetic compressor                                                    

 (၃)               (shaft)     compressor crank shaft              

 (၄)           compressor                                 (splash-type lubricating)    
            ၊             compressor                                       ႔        (pressure 
lubricating)                 

 (၅) Compressor                                     fin                    

၉.၃.၃ Semi-hermetic Compressors 
Semi-hermetic compressor          compressor       compressor                   (external 

drive)                        ႔           (gas tight housing)          ၌                             
       (accessible or serviceable)                                                       ႔                    
gasketed joint                                          bolt                               
          ၊ compressor                                                         

            refrigeration compressor         semi-hermetic                             
                    compressor     casing            ၌                refrigerant                   
(motor windings)          ႔                                    Semi-hermetic         hermetic 
                                    compressor       efficiency               compressor 
                       Overall efficiency 70%                        Hermetic compressor   
                                                                      Semi-hermetic compressor         
                                                                                                          
            

Medium and low-temperature commercial refrigeration             (applications)     semi-
hermetic reciprocating compressor                        R-22 ၊ R-134a ၊ R-404A ၊ R-507       
refrigerant                                  

Semi-h                                  
(၁) Semi-h                         (mechanical room)         ႔                 ႔         

(၂) Open motor                       shaft seal maintenance ၊                         (vibration)       
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alignment               ႔                        

(၃)  Semi-h                                   inrush current     open motor                  
inrush current                  

Compressor            
                compressor (၅)          
 (၁) Reciprocating (Piston & Cylinder) (၄) Scroll type        
 (၂) Rotary (၅) Centrifugal    ႔          
 (၃)  Screw type    

၉.၄ Performance 
Compressor          performance     refrigerant characteristics ၊ compression mechanism ၊ 

                                            Compressor                                  
             
 ( )                          (greatest trouble-free life expectancy) 

 ( )                            refrigeration effect                     

 ( )                        (lowest cost ) 

 (ဃ)                                               (wide range of operating conditions)      

 ( )                        (vibration)             (sound level)                  ႔          

Coefficient of Performance (COP)    compressor          performance       ၊            
                           Coefficient of Performance(COP)    compressor          refrigerating 
capacity     input power                                 Hermetic    ႔      semi-hermetic compressor 
   ႔  Coefficient of Performance(COP)                                                         

                                  
               

                           
 

Open type compressor       COP                motor efficiency                         

             
               

                           
 

                   (operating condition)           capacity                 (motor power) 
   ႔      shaft power    ႔                    ႔        COP                        (operating 
condition)                             

 
    ၉-၄ Ideal compressor cycle 
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Power input per unit of refrigerating capacity (watt/watt)                         
compressor                  operating condition                                                    
       open-drive compressor       performance                               

   

    

 
                           

                          
 

၉.၅ Ideal Compressor 
   (၉-၄)                                       (during operation) compression chamber 

               (pressure)           (volume)                    Refrigerant                         
                                                                            

(၁) Suction process (point 1    point 2) 
        ႔(gas)        compression chamber          ႔                    

(၂) Compression process (point 2    point 3) 
 Compression                  

(၃) Discharge process (point 3    point p) 
                       ႔(higher-pressure gas)         compressor         ႔                     

(၄) Cycle                   (Next cycle) 

                operating condition           compressor          capacity     compress 
                   ႔        (mass)                 Mass flow     compressor displacement per unit 
time                (gas density)   ႔                             

 ̇               
where 

 ̇= ideal mass flow of compressed gas (kg/s) 
   = density of gas entering compressor at suction port (kg/m3) 
  = geometric displacement of compressor (m3/s) 

   (၉-၅)                      ideal refrigeration cycle                              
Process 1–2     
 Isentropic (reversible and adiabatic) compression           
Process 2–3      
           (constant pressure           de-superheating ၊ condensing                           
Process 3–4      
 Adiabatic expansion           
Process 4–1      
           (constant pressure           boiling                             
                    m     gas   mass flow           

                                                                        

                                                            

 where     = specific work of isentropic compression (J/kg)  
     = ideal capacity (W)  
     = ideal power input (W)  
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    ၉-၅( ) Pressure-Enthalpy diagram for ideal refrigeration cycle 

၉.၆ Actual Compressor 
Compressor           (type)                                                          

                                               (increased power input)   ႔              

             (pressure drop)                       actual compressor performance     
ideal performance                                                                                 
   ႔      actual compressor performance     ideal performance                                       
         

(၁)                  (pressure drops) 

 ( ) Compressor                          

 ( ) Shutoff valve                                      

 ( )   Suction accumulator                                  

 (ဃ) Suction strainer/filter                            

 ( ) Motor (hermetic compressor)                                  

 ( ) Manifolds (suction and discharge)       ၌                  

 ( ) Valve       valve ports (suction and discharge)            ၌                  

(၂) Refrigerant                          (heat gain) 

 ( ) Hermetic motor                          (heat gain) 

 ( ) Compressor       suction gas    ႔                

(၃) Power                                   

 ( )            (friction                                

 ( ) Lubricant pump                       (power consumption) 

 ( )                                                   (motor losses) 

(၄) Valve inefficiencies caused by imperfect mechanical action 

(၅)       ၌        ႔              (internal gas leakage) 

(၆)                  (oil circulation) 

(၇)                                  clearance loss                   

 Compression chamber       ၌                      ႔        suction cycle              
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        ႔     (re expansion                                              ႔          
                                                       

(၈)                                          (Over and under compression) 
 Compressor                         discharge pressure                                   

(ov                            Compressor                         discharge 
pressure                                                                

(၉) Isentropic compression                 
       ႔            compression process         IE                                 

        compression chamber ၌ heat transf                     fluid friction ၊ mechanical 
friction                      

Actual compression process       work of compression    ႔                                
(measurements)                  

၉.၇ Volumetric Efficiency  

 
    ၉-၅( ) Pressure-volume relationship for an ideal compression cycle. 

Refrigeration compressor   capacity     mass flow rate                               
                                            piston                                  ႔                
            

      ႔                                             ႔                         
                                     ႔        volumetric efficiency                         

     
                          

            
       

    
      

      

       

Table 9.5 some typical, approximate volumetric efficiencies 
Compression ratio  2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 
Volumetric efficiency  78% 74% 70% 66% 62% 
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Fresh gas        (volume)      swept volume    ႔                                  
(၁)            (cylinder wall)         evaporator               gas             

                                            gas              ႔           suction port    
                       gas                          

(၂) Cylinder           gas          (density)                   gas            (density) 
                                   suction valve     gas                                    
(pressure drop               

၉.၈ Compressor Efficiency ၊ Subcooling       Superheating 
Compressor                 ideal performance       actual compressor performance    ႔  

                                                      ႔     efficiency                                 
          Ideal compressor performance             efficiency                           

Volumetric Efficiency (  ) 
Volumetric efficiency (   )    actual volumetric flow       ideal volumetric flow    ႔  

               Ideal volumetric flow     compressor   geometric displacement                

                            
                      

                     
 

Compression Isentropic Efficiency (   ) 
Compression isentropic efficiency (   )     isentropic compression                     

           work (Wio)       compression volume          ႔ gas                                        
work (Wa)    ႔                  

      
                                                         

                                                             
 

Multi-cylinder    ႔      multi-stage compressor                                       
(cylinder)                 ႔                    (stage)                             

Mechanical Efficiency (   ) 
Mechanical efficiency     gas          ႔                       (work)       compressor shaft    

                      (work) (  )    ႔                  

     
                                       

                                      
 

Isentropic (Reversible Adiabatic) E           η   
Isentropic (reversible adiabatic) efficiency     isentropic compression                     

           work (   )       compressor shaft    ႔                  (  )    ႔                  

     
                                                         

                                       
 

Motor Efficiency (   ) 

       efficiency     compressor shaft    ႔                  (   )                 ႔ 
                   (  )   ႔                  
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Total Compressor Efficiency (     ) 
Total compressor efficiency     isentropic compression                                

work (   )                 ႔                    (  )    ႔                 

       
                                              

                            
 

     
        

     

  
        

      

  
        

           

 

     
        

     

  
        

      

  
        

           

 

Actual shaft compressor power     compressor          compression ၊ mechanical       
volumetric efficiency        ႔                                                                
 

     
    

   

  
   

      

  
     

           

 

 where    = power input to motor 
       = power input to shaft 
        = power required for isentropic compression 
Actual capacity     compressor   ideal capacity       volumetric efficiency    ႔                     

         

 
    ၁၇-၆ Example of compressor operating envelope 

၉.၉ Total Heat Rejection 
Total heat rejection     refrigeration effect       compressor    ႔             power     

                         ႔                        (heat equivalent of power input to the 
compressor)    ႔                                   
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Condenser            (size)                     chiller           ႔            (heat 
rejection)                     Compressor capacity     superheating       sub-cooling    ႔         
           

Saturation Suction Temperature (SST)                                                   
two-phase liquid/gas refrigerant                     Evaporator temperature                         
      ႔             SST       evaporator temperature    ႔                                  
compressor       evaporator                                                      

Saturated Discharge Temperature (SDT)           discharge pressure                       
two-phase liquid/gas refrigerant                  Condensing temperature                         
      ႔             SDT       condensing temperature    ႔                                  
compressor       condenser                                                     

Liquid Subcooling  
                            liquid subcooling     compressor rating                          

        Air-Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute (ARI) Standard 540       European Committee for 
Standardization(CEN)၊ European Norm(EN) 12900    ႔     sub cooling                                 
               

Suction Superheat 
Compressor          ႔                suction gas          refrigerant                    

                                                                    gas                                
                                  ၊ valve ၊ piston       ring    ႔                                                  
                             Liquid suction super heat                           Superheat 5C    ႔         
              (liquid)                          

          compressor         suction super heat                                                 
Liquid      suction valve          ႔                                    Hermetic compressor      
suction superheat                            discharge                                                    
                  

၉.၁၀ Compressor Protection 
Compressor                                                                          

(protection device)                                 protection device                              
(code)                          

High Pressure Protection 
 Underwriters Laboratories (UL) ၊ AHRI standards       ASHRAE Standard 15          

           high pressure prote                               

                                    
( )  High-pressure cutout            
( ) High to low side internal relief valve ၊ external relief valve    ႔      rupture member    ႔ 

          
( )                  (differential pressure) setting                     refrigerant       operating 
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condition                    

(ဃ)           welded hermetic compressor            ၌ high to low-pressure relief valve 
                           (maximum pressure)                     ႔                      

High Temperature Control 
             (overheating)       oil break down                             high temperature 
control device                 

Lubrication 
 Lubricant       refrigerant      break                                  temperature sensor     
          compressor           ႔       Discharge temperature                    
       (safe value)                     compressor           ႔       Sensor     
compression chamber    ႔      discharge                                      

             compressor                                              ႔(shutdown)           
                                                        thermostat                    
control             

Suction Pressure 
 Compressor                                         (minimum suction pressure)       
                                               

 Compressor                                                          (lubricant pressure)၊ 
                   (minimum flow)        ႔                    

Time Delay   
                                              ႔     ၊                                   
                                                              compressor                     
      ၌                                                                                    
               ႔     ၊                                                                      
             ႔                      time delay                      

    ႔            (Low-voltage)၊      -                  ႔      phase reversal protection             
          system                      (fault)                  Multiple device               phase 
reversal                            

Suction Line Strainer  
           compressor       suction inlet      strainer               Strainer     
         ၊                                   Field-assembled system          suction line strainer 
                           

Slugging  
 Slugging           liquid refrigerant         ႔            (lubricant)                     ႔    
pump                                                              evaporator       ၌       
       refrigerant      compressor          ႔                        O                   
                      ၊ (        )                       Compressor load                    
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Floodback  
 Floodback           liquid refrigerant                         suction gas                 
                      Compressor                                                         
           (bearing surfaces)                                   Liquid refrigerant             
                                         ႔                                                  
accumulator                          

Flooded Start 
 Flooded start           compressor              refrigerant      compressor          ႔ 
                                    Compressor     crankcase heater                               
                                                            

Suction Pulsations 
 Suction       ၌                                        ၊                                 
                                  (sudden pulsation)             S                
                          (frequency)    compression                             
           compression chamber     resonator       ႔             pulsation   amplitude 
    10 kPa                                                          volumetric efficiency  
                      Compression wave             ႔(propagating)         suction             evaporator  
                                                                     suction pulsation            
suction gas                                

                                                                                 Suction buffer      
                    pulsation                            Suction       ၌           accumulator 
      compressor       ၌ gas                                                                       
          

Discharge Pulsation 
 Compressor              (discharge)                        (pressure fluctuation)       
                     (sudden flow)                                             Compressor 
               condensing pressure                (over compression)    ႔                   
(under compression                                                                           
            compression cycle                                     Pulsation 
amplitude     100 kPa                   Discharge pulsation     compressor               
                                        Discharge                                         
sensor                              Discharge muffler                                       

Noise 
                                   compressor                            Compressor 
      ၌                     ၊                   ၊ valve                ႔                           
                                                                 sound shield       sound blanket 
                                Chapter 47 of the 2007 ASHRAE Handbook—HVAC Applications      
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design criteria                                

Vibration 
                    (gas-pressure pulses)                                     (moving parts)  
inertia                 (vibration)                 Compressor   axial ၊ radial       torsional 
                             Discharge          suction        ႔                            
                                     axial       radial                                                  
                                                   suction       discharge                       
                                                 torsional component          vibration 
amplitude                                                                              

 ( ) Isolation 
 Isolation                                                                                

Compressor           (spring)    ႔                                              
             Hermetic reciprocating compressor     ၌                       (internal 
compressor assembly)                             (spring-mounted)        Suction       
discharge               compressor                    (external)       isolate         
                    ၌ flexible                                 ႔                             

 ( ) Amplitude Reduction 
 Compressor    ႔      chiller                                                                  

                Solid foundation                                                             
 ( ) Balancing 

                             internal force                                                counter 
weight                       Rotary       scroll compressor     ၌                                 
Chapter 47 of the 2007 ASHRAE Handbook—HVAC Applications                     
          

 
Shock 
Shock                                       dynamic load                              
 ( ) Suddenly applied loads of short duration 
 ( ) Suddenly applied loads of long duration       
 ( )  Sustained periodic varying loads    ႔         

Internal force                                                             Shock          
                         (mass)                                              structure                     
                                                      ႔                       

၉.၁၁ Testing and Operating Requirements 
Compressor                                 (test)                                 Rating 

(performance) test       reliability test    ႔          

Standard Rating Condition  

Standard rating condition                                            Compressor          
        standard rating condition                                            (maximum possible) 
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compression ratio၊           (maximum) operating pressure differential၊                               
     (maximum permissible discharge pressure)၊                        (inlet temperature)             
        (discharge temperature)        ႔          

Full-load compressor rating                               
 (၁) Raising suction pressure increases compressor capacity. 
 (၂) Lowering discharge pressure decreases power. 
 (၃)  In all cases, raising suction or lowering discharge pressure improves BHP/TR. 

Part-load compressor rating                              
 (၁) Compressor efficiency degrades as the compressor operates at decreasing percentages 

of full load. 
 (၂) Speed control provides the best part-load performance for screw compressors. 

 

                   
                     

                      
  

                    
           

           
 

For any compressor,    c ≈                       
   m = mechanical efficiency 
Lubrication Requirements 

Compressor                 compressor                                   (type)၊           
(viscosity)       characteristics     ၊                                    refrigerant                         

Power Requirements  
Compressor starting ၊ pulldown       operation                               (power) 

                         Compressor                                      unloading                           
(power)                          Compressor                                                   
power                                                                      ASHRAE Standard 23 
                              Compressor                 AHRI Standard 520 ၊ AHRI Standard 540 
   ႔               industry standard                        test condition                         
performance data                         
        characteristics                                                                
 (၁) Compressor performance over a range of conditions (performance curves) 
 (၂) Sound level 
 (၃)  Durability or reliability 
 (၄) Operational limits (operating envelope) 
 (၅) Lubrication requirements (oil type, viscosity, amount, etc.) 
 (၆)  Electrical power requirements (start-up current draw, running current measurements, etc.) 

Compressor          envelope                  (extreme condition points)                          
(၁) Operating Envelope 
 Operating envelope     compressor                                   Saturation Suction 

temperature (SST)    ႔      Saturation Suction Pressure (SSP)       Saturation Discharge 
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Temperature (SDT)     ႔      Saturation Discharge Pressure (SDP)    ႔                      
   (၉-၆)      operating envelope                             

High Load (HL)               (maximum) operating SDT    ႔      SDP                 (maximum) 
operating SST    ႔      SSP    ႔                  (                                              
compressor                power input ၊            average torque                  average bearing load    ႔ 
                 
High Flow (HF)               (minimum)  operating SDT    ႔      SDP                 (maximum) 
operating SST    ႔      SSP    ႔                                                        compressor 
    refrigerant                              cooling capacity                      
 
High Pressure Differential (HPD)               (maximum) operating SDT    ႔      SDP                  
(maximum) discharge temperature line    ႔                   Compressor     discharge       suction 
                                                     (pressure differential                           
                            (highest allowable discharge temperature )   ႔             
 
Low Flow (LF)               (maximum) discharge temperature line                 (minimum) operating 
SST    ႔      SSP    ႔                              pressure ratio       refrigerant flow 
                           compressor                cooling capacity                 oil stability 
                 ႔                                                         cooling capacity    
            

Low Load (LL)               (minimum) operating SDT    ႔      SDP                 (minimum) operating 
SST    ႔      SSP    ႔                                   compressor   torque                         
           

Air-conditioning   operating range     SST     –10    15°C                 SDT     25 
   70°C                  

 
Chiller compressor                                                         

 (၁)                                             

 (၂)                       (long service life) 

 (၃)                                  (easy maintenance) 

 (၄)           capacity control                

 (၅)                              (quiet operation) 

 (၆)                         (compactness)       

 (၇)                     (cost effectiveness)    ႔          

၉.၁၂ Compressor Selection Criteria 
             refrigerant compressor,                                                          

Refrigerant                        compressor          capacity     SST ၊ SDT ၊ 
superheating       subcooling    ႔                     
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(၁) Refrigeration capacity 
(၂) Volumetric flow rate 
(၃)  Compression ratio       
(၄) Thermal and physical properties of the refrigerant    ႔          

၉.၁၃ Comparison Between Four Common Type of Refrigeration Compressors 
Advantages Disadvantages 

Rotary Vane 
 Good efficiency as booster:equal to screw 

and better than piston type 
 Handles low pressure conditions 
 Mechanically reliable 

 Discharge pressure limitation 
 Overall pressure ratio limited to about 7:1 
 Poor part load power characteristics 
 

Reciprocating Compressor 
 Basic industry work horse 
 Full range of sizes & capacities 
 Efficient part load operation 
 Relatively inexpensive 
 Requires minimum amount of support infra-

structure 

 Volumetric efficiency drops at 
high overall pressure ratios 

 Requires frequent maintenance 
 Not tolerant of liquid 
 Water cooling necessary for ammonia systems 

Rotary Screw 
 Good efficiency at full load 
 Large capacity units available 
 Low maintenance costs 
 Reliable 
 Tolerant to liquid 
 Liquid injection cooling option 
 Infinitely variable capacity control 
 High operating flexibility 

 

 Poor power performance at low part load 
conditions 

 Small sizes expensive 
 Repairs expensive in remote locations 

 

Centrifugal 

 Efficient at full load 

 Large capacity units require small space 

 Very high speed precision equipment 
 Useable only with freon type refrigerants 
 Inefficient at part load 
 Severe operating restrictions 

 
-End- 

 
 
 


